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X-gram

In 2020, Timnit Gebru, former co-leader of Google’s Ethical AI team, was fired for
sounding the alarm on the environmental implications of large language models (LMs).
Large LMs “refer to systems which are trained on string prediction tasks: that is,
predicting the likelihood of a token (character, word or string) given either its preceding
context or... its surrounding context” (Bender, Gebru, McMillan-Major, & Shmitchell,
2020, p. 611). Put another way, large LMs power word prediction. Users see large LMs at
work in software such as Google Docs, Gmail, Microsoft Word, and Outlook, where
word-prediction AI has appeared in the last four years. However, what users do not so
readily see is the infrastructure on which they depend, or the carbon that they emit.
Climate crisis is the thing that, like many digital technologies (Hogan, 2015; Diebert,
2020), word-prediction AI masks. 

How can the connection between word-prediction AI and the climate crisis be made
eminently clear? To answer this question, I employ a method that Jacob Gaboury (2018)
calls critical unmaking, which “[f]oreground[s] queer techniques of refusal, misuse, and
disruption that must nonetheless work with and through contemporary digital
technologies,” (p. 484). With coding skills provided by my collaborator, Felix Loftus, I
create X-gram, a program that puts the climate crisis at the forefront of word-
prediction technology. X-gram disrupts current hegemonic models of context-sensitive
word prediction, whose purported goals are to make writing “faster” and “easier.” In their
place, it takes linguistic cues rather than contextual cues as prompts for predicting
climate-crisis-related words. These words are text-mined from myriad climate-crisis-
related documents, such as reports published by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change. 
           
Part prototype and part web art, X-gram intends to be what Catherine D’Ignazio and
Lauren Klein (2020) call a “data visceralization,” that is, the transformation of data into
affective experience. In this case, Gebru’s work provides the foundational data. Through
critical unmaking, we create a program that frustrates and confounds users insofar as it
refuses to adhere to design imperatives characteristic of word-prediction AI: efficiency 
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and speed. At the same time, X-gram engages users in thinking about writing
technologies as both digital and environmental activism. Moreover, this intervention
provokes thought into the opportunities in everyday life for changing how we think
about technology and how—and when—we think about the environment. In this way, I, as
many scholars before me (Noble, 2018; Eubanks, 2018; O’Neil, 2018; Connolly, 2020;
D’Ignazio & Klein, 2020), advocate for the role of the humanities and the social sciences
not only in conceptualizing new technologies but also in imagining alternative,
sustainable futures.

X-gram is online at https://x-gram.glitch.me.
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Recalculating

My research investigates how word-prediction technologies—embedded in popular
software such as Google Docs and Gmail, for example—participate in linguistic
capitalism. Linguistic capitalism is the term coined by Frédéric Kaplan (2014) to
describe a new linguistic economy instantiated by Google, for “What does Google
actually sell...? Words. Millions of words” (p. 57). Words are incredibly valuable resources
across Google’s platforms, and the more a word or phrase circulates, the more money
Google stands to make (Bruno, 2002; Kaplan, 2014; Thornton, 2018; Noble, 2018;
Thornton, 2019). The same logic of circulation and accumulation seems to be at play in
Google's word-prediction AI, called Smart Compose. More than being a tool to help
users write better and faster, Smart Compose, too, commodifies words—and the act of
writing—by supporting the forecasting and growth of advertising revenue for Google
(Chokshi, 2021). It does this by playing a role similar to the one Kaplan (2014) has
discussed in relation to autocorrect and autocomplete: these technologies funnel
linguistic expression—words and search terms—into language that has economic value
to Google and its customers.

Still, Google largely renders opaque the link between language and money. Smart
Compose’s marketing materials, for instance, focus on the “delightful experience” Smart
Compose provides. They make no mention of the linguistic economy in which Google’s
suite of products participates. In stark contrast, Recalculating makes exchange and
commodity value the lens through which to consider word-prediction AI. It does this by
presenting pairs of texts and their values according to Google’s Keyword Planner (KWP).
The first member of the pair—Text 1—is an unedited excerpt from a text. The second
member of the pair—Text 2—consists only of the predictions that Smart Compose
generated for Text 1 when the text was transcribed into Gmail or Google Docs.
Recalculating’s viewers consider what Smart Compose “gives” any writer in exchange
for the words a writer writes.

As the figures below show, there is a significant disparity in the "asset" a writer produces
versus the "asset" a writer receives when writing with Smart Compose. Employing
Google’s own logics (e.g., linguistic capitalism) and tools (e.g., KWP), Recalculating
transforms Smart Compose from word-prediction AI into an AI that commoditizes
writing for Google’s gain. 
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Il/legible

“Il/legible” is a small-scale installation created for the Boxed Stories Gallery, which was
mounted in Calgary’s Loft 112 in Fall 2020. “Il/legible” asks the following questions: in
whose writing does predictive text readily intervene? In what ways is predictive text
implicated in politics of representation and identity? Whose writing is “faster” and
“easer” to do? 
         Answers to these questions came about by closely observing Smart Compose, 
 Google's word-prediction AI, during AI interaction experiments and cataloguing,
particularly through the lenses of cultural studies and linguistic racism, which words it
predicted and which it did not. The output, observed and rendered manually (that is,
without machine intervention) is an instance of data activism insofar as it is defined by
Catherine D’Ignazio and Lauren Klein (2020): “ground-up data collection” (p. 34) that
challenges the kind of data and datasets that are conventionally collected and
considered valuable.  
         “Il/legible” suggests that some stories and identities are interpellated while others
are obfuscated when AI is entangled in the writing process. 
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Heliotrope

Launched in September 2020, Heliotrope is a digital journal produced entirely by the
Environmental Media Lab, of which I was a founding member. The journal is envisioned
as creative public scholarship, eager to be more accessible than traditional academic
publishing.

Heliotrope is a space for researchers at all stages of their careers to explore and share
their work through short essays, short fiction, creative nonfiction, personal essays, and
critical reflections. Our editorial team actively reaches out to scholars around the world.
Frequently, we meet with potential writers, sharing ideas and encouraging them to
engage in their work in both critical and creative ways. When submissions come in, we
provide generous feedback. Our hope is that by having a team that embodies curiosity,
generosity, and imagination, we will cultivate the same in our community. 

Heliotrope is deliberate about publishing brief and experimental works. In February
2022, we published an AI-generated work by "Alisor South," an identity likewise
generated by AI. We did not immediately let readers in on the secret. 

In addition to South, Heliotrope has published work from both emergent scholars and
well established leaders in the field, including Canada Research Chairs Anne Pasek,
Krysta Lynes, and Joshua Neves. It has been important from the beginning of the project
to weave emergent voices with more established scholars’ as a way to draw attention to
each other’s work. 

Heliotrope is online at https://www.heliotropejournal.net/.
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